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Quark Matter in Compact Stars
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about the same mass
(NS wins)

Radius: 700000 km
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http://www.nasa.gov/



http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2014/11/11/4125431.htm supernova 1987A
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with naked eyes for 23 days
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Neutron Stars are born in Supernova 

SN in A.D.1054 was visible 
with naked eyes for 23 days

Records found in:
   China
   Middle East
   America 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crab_Nebula#/media/File:Crab_Nebula_in_Multiple_Wavelengths.png

SN 1054
Crab Nebula



Courtesy of http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~optics/Lucky_Web_site CRAB PULSAR  
Age 962 yrs Rotatio

n
29.6 /s

Mass ? Radius ?
Luminosit
y

? B-field ?

SN 1054
Crab Nebula
Crab Pulsar



Compact Star Masses

masses range from 
1.2 to about 2 solar masses

typically measured in 
binary systems from
post Keplerian parameters

→ GR effects!

J.Lattimer, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 62 (2012) 485-515 



Compact Star Masses

masses range from 
1.2 to about 2 solar masses

typically measured in 
binary systems from
post Keplerian parameters

→ GR effects!

• High Massive NS with 2 solar masses ( 1.97 0.04 MSUN ) 
• (Demorest et al., Nature 467, 1081-1083 (2010), Fonseca et al., ApJ 832, 167 (2016))

±

• Another High Massive NS with 2 solar masses  
(Antoniadis et al.(2013), Science 340, 448)



Compact Star Radii

radii range from 8 to 15 km

typically measured in 
isolated systems from
brightness(variations)

→ strongly model dependent 
→ results usually with large 
     error bars and controversial

Fortin, M., J. L. Zdunik, P. Haensel, and M. Bejger, 2015, Astron. Astrophys. 576, A68.



Compact Star Radii – FEBRUARY 2017: 
NICER

Neutron Star Interior 
Composition Explorer

- will be installed on ISS
- measures soft X-ray emission
   (0.2 – 12 keV)
- promises 10% accuracy in R

https://www.nasa.gov/nicer

Plenty of new data.
NS models can be tested!

Fortin, M., J. L. Zdunik, P. Haensel, and M. Bejger, 2015, Astron. Astrophys. 576, A68.
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Compact Star Radii – June 2017: NICER

Neutron Star Interior 
Composition Explorer

- installed on ISS
- measures soft X-ray emission
   (0.2 – 12 keV)
- promises 10% accuracy in R

https://www.nasa.gov/nicer

Plenty of new data.
NS models can be tested!

Fortin, M., J. L. Zdunik, P. Haensel, and M. Bejger, 2015, Astron. Astrophys. 576, A68.
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Neutron Star Interior 
Composition Explorer

- installed on ISS
- measures soft X-ray emission
   (0.2 – 12 keV)
- promises 10% accuracy in Radius

https://www.nasa.gov/nicer

Plenty of new data.
NS models can be tested!

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/nicer_about.html



Compact Star Radii – June 2017: NICER

Neutron Star Interior 
Composition Explorer

- installed on ISS
- measures soft X-ray emission
   (0.2 – 12 keV)
- promises 10% accuracy in Radius

https://www.nasa.gov/nicer
2019:
PSR J0030+0451
 
 
Miller et al., ApJ 2019

M = 1.44+0.15
−0.14Msun

R = 13.02+1.24
−1.06 km https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/nicer_about.html



Why Compact Stars?

Similar to HICs

governed by strong force
at super-saturation density

Different from HICs

low temperature
Isospin asymmetry (neutron rich)

Complementary systems!



Compact Stars = Neutron Stars?
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How it works…



Equation of State (nuclear matter)



NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State

▪ NS mass is sensitive 

     mainly to the sym. EoS

     (In particular true for

     heavy NS)

▪ Folcloric:     

      QM is soft, hence no

      NS with QM core

▪ Fact:

      QM is softer, but able

      to support QM core in NS

▪ Problem:

      (transition from NM to) 

      QM is barely understood
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20.5.2011

If UB confirmed 
unambiguously...

HIC constrain 
maximum NS mass!

... estimate when 
observed maximum was 
at 1.7  :

"

𝑀𝑆𝑈𝑁

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 2.0 − 2.1 𝑀𝑆𝑈𝑁

sunmax M1.20.2M −≈

Klähn et al., 
Phys.Rev. C74 (2006) 035802 



Compact Stars = Neutron Stars? With Quark 
Core?



Neutron Stars = Quark Cores?▪ Variety of scenarios regarding inner structure: with or without QM

▪ Question whether/how QCD phase transition occurs is not settled

▪ Most honest approach: take both (and more) scenarios into account 
and compare to available data
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Core?
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Neutron Stars = Quark Cores?▪ Variety of scenarios regarding inner structure: with or without QM

▪ Question whether/how QCD phase transition occurs is not settled

▪ Most honest approach: take both (and more) scenarios into account 
and compare to available data

Compact Stars = Neutron Stars? With Quark 
Core?

? ?



Confinement: No isolated quark has ever been observed
Quarks are confined in baryons and mesons        

Dynamical Mass Generation:
 Proton 940 MeV, 3 constituent quarks with each 5 MeV

→ 98.4% from .... somewhere?

and look at this:
eff. quark mass in proton: 940 MeV/3 ≈ 313 MeV
eff. quark mass in pion  :  140 MeV/2  =  70  MeV

quark masses generated by interactions only
‚out of nothing‘
interaction in QCD through (self interacting) gluons
dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) 
is a distinct nonperturbative feature!

Confinement and DCSB are connected. Not trivially seen from QCD Lagrangian.
Investigating quark-hadron phase transition requires nonperturbative approach.

What is so special about quarks?



Dense Nuclear Matter in terms of Quark DoF is barely understood
Problem is attacked in vacuum   Faddeev Equations

Baryons as composites of confined quarks and diquarks
        

Bethe Salpeter Equations
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We do not yet account for these phenomena when describing QM in Compact Stars...

Current reality is:
Bag-Model: 
While Bag-models certainly account for confinement (constructed to do exactly this)
they do not exhibit DCSB (quark masses are fixed).
NJL-Model
While NJL-type models certainly account for DCSB (applied, because they do)
they do not (trivialy) exhibit confinement.
Modifications to address these shortcomings exist (e.g. PNJL)
Still holds: Inspired by, but not based on QCD.

Lattice QCD still fails at T=0 and finite, relevant μ
Dyson-Schwinger Approach
Derive gap equations from QCD-Action. Self consistent self energies.
Successfuly applied to describe meson and hadron properties
Extension from vacuum to finite densities desirable and possible
→ EoS within QCD framework 

12/12/2009

Confinement and DCSB – Features of 
QCD



NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State
▪ NS mass is sensitive 

     mainly to the sym. EoS

     (In particular true for

     heavy NS)

▪ Folcloric:     

      QM is soft, hence no

      NS with QM core

▪ Fact:
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▪ Problem:

      (transition from NM to) 

      QM is barely understood
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QCD: confinement due to
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MIT Bag Model (1974)

u

d

u u

d

u

QCD: confinement due to
  quark-gluon interaction

simplification

Bag model: confining pressure B
binds free quarks inside bag
→ mimics QCD bound states 
→ interaction = B + boundary condition



Thermodynamic Bag Model
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Thermodynamic Bag Model
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𝑉

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 .

𝐵 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 .
(unit of pressure is
 energy per volume)



Thermodynamic Bag Model

Quark matter = many quarks ( →∞) in large volume ( " →∞). Fill the bag.𝑁 𝑉

Thermodynamic limit

𝑛 =
𝑁
𝑉

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 .

𝐵 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 .
(unit of pressure is
 energy per volume)

𝑃 (𝑛) = 𝑃𝐼𝐺(𝑛) − 𝐵
ε(𝑛) = ε𝐼𝐺(𝑛) + 𝐵

"  matter deconfined 
Related   is onset density
for appearance of quark matter.

𝑃 > 0 :
𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡



Nambu—Jona-Lasinio type models

So far no interactions. Take a different approach: Which interactions are relevant?
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Nambu—Jona-Lasinio type models

So far no interactions. Take a different approach: Which interactions are relevant?

CONTACT INTERACTION………...



Grand Canonical Partition Function (classic)
Aim to describe nuclear/quark matter. Not only scattering but creation/annihilation.


Particle number fluctuates and cannot be fixed, same for entropy. 
 
Hence use of Grand Canonical Ensemble 
Classical thermodynamics:


             Fugacity                                  Inverse Temperature  
 
 
 

Normalization moderately important.


Summation over macro and micro states


Grand Canonical and Canonical ensemble related via         and



Partition Function in QFT
In QM states are characterized by (discrete) eigenvalues

-> Sum over all possible eigenvalues.

For a local Hamiltonian eigenvalues are local. 

-> Need to integrate.

Consider both operations as tracing.

all states with conserved 



Example: ideal Fermions and Bosons



Thermodynamics
Partitionfunction contains all thermodynamics (and more) in terms of derivatives

Side remark: Legendre Transform



Complex Time
Exploit similarity between 


statistical operator      


and time evolution operator

This is a bit subtle: statistical operator deals with equilibrium situation at      


given time 



Field Theory Basics
Define position and time dependent field operator and eigenvalue (function!):

Note: operator projects a particular state out of the range of all possible states, 
          viz. a realization out of all possible fields


Demand orthogonality and completeness:


Define conjugated momentum         to follow (almost) same rules


  

            



Field and Conjugate Field
Transition amplitude position to momentum operator:


Fields are defined over all space, discrete number of coordinates turns into  
continuous set of coordinates. The essence stays the same:


This idea carries through for all operators in field theory.  
Hamiltonian:


global     local 



Transition Amplitude
Equilibrium: no time dependence in Hamilton


Quantum Mechanics: system evolves anywhere


Statistical Operator: After             back to 



Transition Amplitude
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Statistical Operator: After             back to 



Time evolution



Time evolution



Transition amplitude

Notice, how there are only fields and no operators!



Finite Temperature
Probability density does not depend on phase:

Phase factor is not fixed:


Fouriertransform connects time with energy. 


Periodicity of    then should result in discrete 
energy spectrum.


Matsubara frequencies: discrete spectrum



Finite Chemical Potential
Not much new to classical statistical physics. Maximize entropy under constraints



Final Result

Technically, we are finished! 


Define a Lagrangian, evaluate partition function and all thermodynamics is defined.



Problem: this is complicated for QCD

Chromomagnetic field strength tensor:


Covariant Derivative:


Current quark mass matrix:



One step back - ideal gas



Ideal Gas Partition Function



Task



Why PSR J1614 Is so exciting
Relativistic Mean Field Approach : Walecka-type models
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Relativistic Mean Field Approach : Walecka-type models



Quark Matter EoS

NJL type model (one out of many) – except for subtleties same techniques as for RMF 

diquarks

scalar vector



Problem: NJL is not QCD

Chromomagnetic field strength tensor:


Covariant Derivative:


Current quark mass matrix:


